This study aims at the analysis of the lexicon in English of the two professional areas, telecommunications and finance, affected by the crises of the recent years: the 90s dot-com bubble and the present-day Credit Crunch. Both crises share a common context of wealth and cultural complexity, being the root for the coinage of innovative specialised terms and collocations. Our study is specifically aimed at unveiling the lexical coverage of both crises, in terms of technolects and their context, evolving in several phases. First, two corpora of specialised, semi-specialised and general texts from the domains' digital periodicals will be characterized according to lexical relevance and terminological volume, to see the extent in which they are lexically connected or diverge when experiencing a critical situation like a crisis. Finally, clarifying how far these two disciplines have related during the last critical years will hopefully provide some clues for the lexical ethnography of two institutionalised ways of thinking.
INTRODUCTION
The present work aims at the lexical study of two corpora reuniting a restricted set of genres deployed to describe the inception and development of the two most recent economic crises, i.e., the so-called dot-com bubble, and the present Credit Crunch. The onset of the millennium has successively seen the progress of these two dire economic catastrophes that have, paradoxically, been accompanied by an unprecedented era of technological expansion and financial sophistication. The first in time, the one labelled as the dot-com bubble, also known as the dot-com-crisis, refers to a four-year period (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) during which the Internet and technological sectors boomed and subsequently busted, due to the so-called Network effect. During the course of the debacle, companies in the hi-tech and telecommunications sector first became overvalued, moving swiftly and with little caution, by operating at a sustained net loss to build market share, creating unrealistic expectations in their investors. The ensuing bursting of the bubble brought an inevitable batch of sell orders, the collapse of the NASDAQ index and the splitting or destruction of many .com and e-companies, burdened with unredeemable debts and share devaluation.
The collapse of a global housing bubble and the lack of regulation in financial markets, together with predatory, fraudulent lending practices and an era of unparalleled consumption, have damaged global economies irretrievably, driving the world to a deteriorated state of exhaustion and debt.
Nevertheless, these two crises -with a chiefly technological and financial origin, respectively-which share a common context of wealth and cultural complexity, have also been the root for the coinage of an innovative and intricate plethora of specialised terminology. Such terminology has had as its source the English language as the lingua franca of communication, especially in science, technology and economics, in the recent decades. Indeed, as legal, economic and -to some extent-cultural barriers have been overcome by globalizing efforts, the world has witnessed the increasing influence of English as the dominant tool of interaction and common discourse for professionals in business settings and for business purposes (Palmer-Silveira et al., 2008) . The intelligentsia and think-tanks of business and science have, therefore, been educated in English, and have subsequently acquired Anglo-Saxon versions of the state-of-the-art terminology to analyse and express the most salient phenomena in their respective areas (Orts Llopis, 2005; Orts Llopis, 2007; Orts & Almela, 2009) . As far as English for Business Purposes is concerned, the little research there is, has been carried out in the area of teaching, not in that of linguistic description. In the Spanish context, Posteguillo and Palmer's study is worth noting on Business Press genres (1996) , as well as Alejo and McGinity's, in the field of incorporations into the Spanish language of economics (1997) . Few, but substantial, studies have been developed about the nature and typology of economic terminology (Mateo, 2004; Nelson, 2000; Pickett, 1986) , but no exhaustive examination has been accomplished of the words of the most important economic crises to date. Hence, the novelty of our present work, which aims at this unprecedented task as described above, namely the analysis of the lexical coverage in English of the two latest world economic crises: the dot-com bubble, and the Credit Crunch, as monumental periods of terminological coinage and verbal interaction. In doing so, we will exclusively concentrate upon two professional areas specially affected by these crisestechnology and finance-with an aim to identify the most relevant terms deployed to verbalize the economic fiasco in each realm.
In accomplishing an evaluation of the most common specialised terms in the areas of technology and finance, our analysis will evolve in several phases. First, no effort has been spared in selecting a corpus to cover the lexis of the two economic phenomena in digital journals. In doing so, we deemed it necessary to involve the areas and time zones affected by the crises in our study, these being mainly the dot-com bubble, affecting essentially the technological and engineering sectors on the one hand, and the Credit Crunch, basically involving the financial, manufacturing and production industry sectors on the other hand. Thus, our samples -which we will respectively label hereafter as the dot-com corpus, or DCC and the credit crunch corpus, or CCC-mainly include specialised, semi-specialised and general texts in the form of specific genres: straight news reports from specialised publications and specialised sections with feature articles within general publications. Accordingly, the samples in the first subcorpus range from the years of the dot-com bubble, 1997 to 2000, and in the second is a compilation of texts from the inception of the present financial mayhem, 2007, to date, the year 2010. The dot-com corpus was extracted from the Telecommunication Engineering Corpus (Rea, 2008) whereas the credit crunch corpus has been compiled later to serve the purposes of the present study, being still in the process of construction, since it aims to give coverage to the crisis in its entirety. We have had to deal with the differences in sizes between the two corpora, one being the product of a closed crisis in the past, hence longer, the other of an economic fiasco as yet without foreseen end, thus incomplete. Even if there may be generic differences in audience and tenor between the samples (since they include genres aimed both at a specialised and a lay target market), we consider such differences insubstantial for the purposes of our analysis, as it primarily attempts to cover the recurrences in the usage at the lexical level of each of the subcorporanamely technical terms in these specialised domains-and inspect to what extent these recurrences make the two subcorpora respectively connected or divergent, as far as their lexicon is concerned.
The intended evaluation and vocabulary detection is mainly aimed at proving that a useful method for the study and appraisal of the terminology is necessary for a non-Englishspeaking discourse community to understand the genres issued by the global think-tanks of each discipline, as voiced by the media, and, consequently, to acquire the discursive expertise necessary to provide information and feedback. In doing so, the subsidiary goal of this study will be to clarify how far technology and finance have related and developed during the last critical years, providing some clues for the lexical ethnography of two institutionalised ways of thinking, through the analysis of their respective genres.
METHOD
The samples in the corpora will be defined and identified in terms of terminological volume, by both executing Paul Nation's Range software (Nation & Heatley, 2002) and applying the quantitative parameters which condition term detection (Chung, 2003) . Our study will try to detect the recurrences in the usage of technical terms in these specialised domains, and inspect to what extent they are lexically connected or diverge when experiencing a critical situation such as a financial or technological crisis.
Range allows sorting out the words in a text according to different vocabulary levels, on the basis of how often and how widely they occur in the language, that is, on frequency and range respectively. In most texts, around 80% or more of the running words come from the most frequent 2000 words of English (Nation, 2001 ). The word lists available for Range include (1) the most frequent 1000 words of English, (2) the second most frequent words, both from A General Service List of English Words (West, 1953) , and (3) The Academic Word List (Coxhead, 1998 (Coxhead, , 2000 . The lists contain the base forms of words and derived forms so that they register more than 12,900 types belonging to 2,086 word families.
When focusing on languages for specific purposes and definite, explicit genres, −such as economic news-items with specialised or general audiences− there exists a proportion of vocabulary that does not fall in the high frequency levels, but which is frequently and widely used within those specialized areas and/or genres. By running the corpora through Range, not only can we obtain a neat classification of the words coming from the first and second thousand word lists and the Academic Word List, but also a separate set of the words which do not come from any of these lists. The off-lists group gathers the subject-specific or technical vocabulary of the domain together with the lower-frequency units of the text.
As far as lexical coverage is concerned, 95% of the words are needed to be able to acquire an adequate global understanding of texts in specialised fields (Laufer, 1992; Nation, 1990) . Of these, 2,000 high-frequency general service words are needed, together with 570 general academic word families and 1,000 or more technical words (Nation, 2001 ). However, written discourse is a heterogeneous phenomenon and may vary to some extent depending on a number of factors, such as register, level of abstraction, addressee, topic, genre, etc., so that the type of text has an enormous effect on the kinds of words used and therefore, on lexical coverage. For example, the Academic Word List made up an average of 10% coverage in a 3.5-million-word corpus of 28 different academic subject areas, whereas it managed to cover only 1.4% in fiction texts and a higher 4.5% of words in newspapers (Coxhead, 2000 (Coxhead, , 2006 . In addition, subject-specific vocabulary may account for a substantial quantity of the words in a text, around 5% (Chung, 2003; Nation, 2001; Rea, 2008) , although such figure fluctuates considering low-frequency words. Moreover, some specialized lexical units are contextdependant and take on particular meaning when used on different grounds. This is particularly the case in our corpus, as we will see below, and mainly in the keywords shared by both corpora.
Therefore, a corpus-comparison approach dealing with the statistical distribution of linguistic items becomes essential to sketch the lexical content characterizing each critical period. Hence, both subcorpora are contrasted to the general language corpus Lacell 1 , in order to pinpoint those lexical units whose occurrence is statistically significant in comparison to their ordinary behaviour (as specific genre subcorpora deviate from the norm registered in the general corpus). The Keywords tool available in WordSmith programme (Scott, 1998) will reveal which words are drawn to the front out of stability periods and how the specific genre subcorpora deviate from the norm registered in the general corpus. In agreement with previous studies evidencing that such keywords tend to provide a clear account of the lexical content in texts (Nelson, 2000; Scott, 1997; Stubbs, 2001; Tribble, 2000) , our analysis endeavours to find out to what extent the subjects in finance and technology domains coincide or differ particularly in times of economic and social crises, and whether the keywords they might share also behave in similar way.
RESULTS: STATISTICAL BEHAVIOUR OF THE LEXICAL CHOICE IN BOTH CORPORA

Basic statistical information: dot-com and credit crunch corpora
The first processing of both corpora by WordSmith yields basic statistical information on the composition of the samples with regard to tokens, types, type/token ratio and standardised type/token ratio (table 1). Corpus size is given by the number of tokens in every corpus, that is, by the total of running words. As many of the tokens are the repetition of the same sequence of characters, then the number of types or word-forms indicates the amount of different words in the corpus, including each form derived from a main lemma or headword. This set of types constitutes the vocabulary of the text. As shown in table 1, the program counts 405,357 tokens/49,422 types in the dot-com corpus and 265,008 tokens/27,177 types in the credit crunch corpus. Although those figures reflect a considerable difference in size, their lexical diversity would compensate such unbalance, according to the ratios signalling the relationship existing between the total number of types and tokens. Type/token ratio is obtained from the division of the number of different forms by the number of running words and multiplied by 100. The higher the result is, the greater the lexical diversity of the sample. The credit crunch corpus obtains a ratio just 2 points lower than the dot-com corpus, which evidences a lower lexical burden in the text due to the repetition of the same forms. Likewise, the program computes the standardized type/token ratio every n words, being n=1,000. The ratio is calculated for the first 1,000 tokens, and then computed for the next 1,000, and successively until the end of the text, yielding the average of the obtained values. Again, there is just a 2-point difference in the outcome (DCC: 86.31 and CCC: 88.53). Therefore, their proportional lexical diversity is quite similar in spite of their raw size.
Keywords, ranges of specialty and ranges of frequency
The language samples are subjected to several tests which generate a wide range of quantitative data for every word. Among them, a first selection is displayed in table 2 for the dot-com corpus and in table 3 for the credit crunch corpus: keywords, frequency index in our samples, frequency index in the general corpus, specialty index (ratio and term) and keyness index.
The degree of relevance, or keyness, is given by the log likelihood test in WordSmith. This tool identifies keywords on a mechanical basis by comparing patterns of frequency. A keyword is defined as "a word which occurs with unusual frequency in a given text" (Scott, 1997: 237) , that is to say, a word whose frequency is unusually high (positive keywords) or low (negative keywords) in comparison to a general norm. 2,311 keywords have a significantly higher frequency in the dot-com corpus, where the highest keyness value associated to a word is 8,991 (network) and the lowest one is 23.9 (welcome). The credit crunch corpus, in turn, gains 1,196 positive keywords whose indexes spread from 24 (rated) to 3,225 (banks). The set of statistical features of the samples defines the journalistic genre against the general language depending on the variation in the lexical choice, so that the meaning of lexical items is interpreted in discourse both by what they express and what they exclude. However, the current study focuses on the words that, statistically, are more probable to occur during the crises. Moreover, positive keywords usually provide a good account of the subject content: "positive keywords give a good indication of the text's aboutness" (Scott, 1998: 63 The frequency factor is interesting when it is interpreted as typicality for relevance indexes being also essential for term detection, since the frequency of a lexical item in a specific corpus indicates whether its choice is recurrent enough to be regarded as a technical term. Setting investors as an example (table 3) , its statistical behaviour ranks as the fourth most significant word in the corpus with a score of 2,138 in keyness. Besides, investors is rated as technical term in the domain according to the criteria proposed by Chung (2003) . As observed in tables 2 and 3, Term column reads three possible keys as a result of the ratio value that Chung states to be an indicator of specialty: when a unit is at least 50 times more frequent in CCC or DCC than in Lacell, the unit is selected as a term. SPC stands for a ratio > 50, NO for a ratio < 50 and inf/spc means that the ratio is infinite, that is, the unit does not occur in the general corpus and therefore, is deemed a term on quantitative basis. Afterwards, the results must be qualitatively interpreted to discriminate when to categorize proper names like Obama (inf/spc) and other low frequency words as technical terms. Specialized vocabulary is regarded as a cline of lexical units technically loaded, ranging from highly restricted terms to those which share some features with other subject matters. Out of the whole set of keywords in the credit crunch corpus, 173 (14.5%) correspond to specialized terms (SPC), 850 (71%) to non-specialized units (NO) and again 173 (14.5%) coincide with the terms characterized as highly specialized (inf/spc); whereas the percentages increase slightly in the dot-com corpus, with respect to specialized terms (21.5%) and highly specialized terms (24.8%), leaving 53.7% for non-term but relevant keywords (figure 1). Keywords are analysed from a different perspective by bringing Range into play so as to get an overview of the proportion of general words from the main ranges of frequency which take on relevance in each corpus (table 4) . Those data may unveil the degree of comprehensibility of the text, since an inordinate amount of off-list words would pose considerable difficulties of cognitive processing. Similarly, it is worth pointing out that general words from the most frequent bands comply with the quantitative conditions established for term detection. This fact points at the need for them to receive a closer qualitative analysis in order to find out whether and why they have activated a specialized meaning in their context of use. Table 5 displays the keywords classified as terms (ratio>50) which fall in the three frequency bands. In the dotcom corpus, two word families (application, provider) are registered in list 1; three word families materialize in list 2 (model, phone, shield); twelve belong to list 3 (analyse, automate, capability, conformance, device, dynamic, impact, infrastructure, network, prioritization, protocol, route) and 474 types do not belong to any of those lists, among which we could mention the following : adapter, amplifiers, authentication, backups, bandwidth, blackberry, bottlenecks, broadband, cache, circuitry, coms, configure, customize, dialling, encryption, failover, firewall, Google, handset, interexchange, LAN, laptop, led, lifecycle, micromouse, modulation, nanotechnology, NASDAQ, networld, optoelectronic, outage, radiocommunications, reboot, router, server, switches, Telecoms, telecommuting, telework, troubleshooting, upgrades, vendor, vulnerabilities, waveguide, wideband, wireless, zonealarm , and successively. The figures in the credit crunch corpus resemble those in the DCC, but the lexical units are clearly distinctive: three families in list 1 (bank, dollar, reserve); three families in list 3 (economy, invest, regulate); and 173 off-list types, some of which are : arbitrage, bailout, borrowers, bourses, checkpoints, crunch, deflation, dot-com, downgrade, eurozone, foreclosure, Google, hedge, homeowners, illiquid, imbalances, mispriced, mortgages, payouts, recessions, savers, stockmarket, telecoms, treasuries , and so on. With respect to the highly specialized keywords (infinite ratio), whose percentages are 24.8% in DCC and 14.5% in CCC, these do not appear in the general corpus and, consequently, they all become off-list types. Regarding the remaining non-term keywords (ratio<50), which do not offer any specialised meaning of their own, but may activate a technical charge in context and diverge from their typical usage, list 1 covers 23.19% and 36%, list 2 shows 10.15% and 11.41%, list 3 reaches 22.06% and 16.24%, while off-list types get 44.44% and 36.35% in DCC and in CCC, respectively.
WORD LIST DOT-COM CORPUS CREDIT CRUNCH CORPUS TOKENS/% TYPES/% FAMILIES TOKENS/% TYPES/% FAMILIES
Once we have displayed the data that characterize each corpus individually, their common features are brought to light as well, with the appearance of the most salient, central and typical lexical units which are shared by both corpora, no matter how peculiar they might seem to each of them. In other words, we are talking about the lexical units which become key in both corpora, jointly and severally (table 6 ). The dot-com corpus and the credit crunch corpus share no less than 74 keyword families from list 1, 10 from list 2, 36 from list 3, and 38 types that fall out of those lists. accord, account, also, back, be, business, centre, company, continue, cost, current, demand, else, employ, exchange, expect, fail, fast, figure, flow, future, gain, grow, help, high, increase, industry, it, large, late, lead, level, look, low, machine, make, manufacture, market, measure, million, month, more, next, not, plan, point, price, product, provide, quarter, rate, real, recent, reduce, report, sale, save, say, sell, September, service, share, small, standard, such, supply, this, value, will, work If positive keywords are more frequent and likely to occur in either of the corpora, those which appear in both will reveal the topic or topics common to both areas. Nevertheless, it makes little sense to describe lexical content through individual words in isolation, since words on their own render little meaning, and it is their arrangement in larger units in coselection which conveys specificity. Nevertheless, and for analytical convenience, the individual word is the starting unit to perform a deeper and further analysis in the lexical combinations occurring in a span of five words to left and five words to right, within its actual context of usage. In our analysis, we have randomly selected ten keywords from each corpus and ten shared keywords from different ranges of frequency, in order to study how the meaning dispersed over 2-word combinations or clusters, which habitually co-occur in the texts, may offer an insightful description of the use of language during the crises. The corresponding results are shown in the next section for the sake of discussion.
DISCUSSION: DIFFERENCES AND RECURRENCES IN THE VOCABULARY OF THE CRISES
This study was devised, at its onset, with the aim to find out the potential recurrence level in the lexical fabric of two corpora, or subcorpora, of texts illustrating two different crises, a technological and a financial one, respectively, applying the quantitative parameters which condition term detection. Our final aim would be to detect whether there are lexical concomitances, or informative conformity, in the economic phenomena as illustrated by words in either crisis, or if the contrary was to be true. Constituting, indeed, two specialised corpora -both supposedly within the specialised realms of technology and finance, correspondingly-we initially hypothesised that the differences and recurrences found would be in harmony with the specificity levels of the different lexical fields they belong to (i.e., technology and finance), and that these areas, in turn, would be in equilibrium regarding their own terminological volume. Our quantitative data analysis has evidenced that the hypothesis of obtaining lexical uniformity in both corpora has proved to be untrue. Actually, the first factor that springs to mind in the light of numerical results is that there is a greater terminological specificity in the dot.com corpus than in the credit crunch. This is shown in a variety of factors, the first being the smaller set of types, or word-form variety in the CCC −for example− which was rated 2 points lower than in the DCC, thus illustrating a lower lexical burden in the former. Not only this, but also a lower degree of specificity was found in the business subcorpus, the CCC indeed showing a significantly short relevance in terms of keyness. This is revealed, for example, in the fact that the word with the highest degree of keyness in the said corpus, banks in its plural form (ostensibly not a technical word but a general one), has a score of 3,225.30, whereas in the DCC, the word that ranks first is network, a specific term with 8,991.20 keyness degree. This pattern -less degree of keyness in the CCC, more degree in the DCC-is repeated predictably all through the list of keywords in either subcorpus. Still, the third phenomenon is even less reassuring in relation to our credit crunch corpus, referring to specificity of its lexical phenomena, or terms: indeed, out of the first fifty word results obtained in the CCC, only eight were specific (and not all of them with a high degree of keyness, comparatively with the dot-com corpus), an amount that was more than doubled in the DCC, not counting information-specific words. In numbers, 21.5% specific versus 53.7% non-specific words in DCC, and 14.5% specific versus 71% nonspecific words in the CCC. Such terminological phenomena, as analysed quantitatively, may indicate that the present-day economic catastrophe, named the Global Systemic Crisis, is, indeed, a global reality, embracing not only specific, but widespread areas of human activity and cognition and invading its everyday reality. On the contrary, the dot.com crisis was apparently a relatively less noticeable phenomenon, as compared to the economic tsunami we are experimenting at present. Our corpus shows, in fact (and despite the undeniable repercussions it had at many levels) that the fiasco restricted to the technological field and boasted fewer actors at play, having as a context the, then, recent advent of the World Wide Web and a group of Internet-based companies.
If the numerical data obtained have been useful, in terms of detecting the specificity of either corpus, our study aims to go a little beyond these. Qualitatively speaking, we aimed to render how both crises configure the specificity of their verbal output through special and peculiar collocations, and how they coincide at times, in terms of key lexical expressions.
With such a goal in mind, we have randomly selected ten words from each subcorpus (some general words, some terms), that have a relative degree of keyness in each in turn, to test how the meaning dispersed over 2-word combinations, or clusters, may offer an insightful description of language usage during each of the crises in sequence. In order to measure lexical coincidence, we also selected ten other words -six general words, four terms-as lexical phenomena that co-occur in both corpora at the same time. Following these premises, our study has developed along the following lines:
1. Specific and non-specific words with the highest keyness degree in either corpus, which behave in a specific way when analysed in clusters, or collocations, along the text, and which may reveal an awareness of each crisis, in turn. 2.
Shared words, specific and non-specific, with different degrees of keyness in either corpus. This keyness will be used to establish whether both corpora share a similar content, and that they, subsequently, may hold a powerful relationship between them, related to the crises. Below, in tables 7, 8 and 9 we display such words, remarking on their quality of terms or not, and their keyness degree. Starting with the DCC corpus, we selected words with a significant frequency and reasonable ratios of specificity. Network is outstandingly the most specific and frequent of them all, developing in clusters such as network world (with 270, this also being, notably, one of the most important magazines dealing with communications and the Internet), but also followed by traffic, management, security, operators and other collocations that have to do with the realm of knowhow in this area. Software is in the same context of technological expertise, being mostly preceded by management, source, protocol, rational and server, and followed by development, vendor and design. The same again happens to technology, mostly -and predictably− preceded by information, but also in clusters having wireless, clustering, switching, cluster, process and spectrum as qualifiers. Some economic awareness is shown in examples where technology is followed by companies and business. Wireless, in its turn, is mostly preceded by LAN −as the transmission method− but also followed by access, network, internet, communications, service, connectivity and others. Technology is, unsurprisingly, mostly preceded by information again, and is followed by an impressive array of qualifiers in collocations, among which are, but not exclusively, access, network, internet, communications, LAN, and other terms and general words of the area. As far as the word system goes, operating, replicating, computer, CISCO, DC, recognition, systems abound, among many others, the word system being scarcely found as a modifier. Management is mostly preceded by network and traffic, being followed by configuration, policy, web, and others. The term bandwidth is mostly qualified with more, high, limit, higher, mass, memory, and followed by available, required or requirements, and trading. In contrast, mobile is mainly a modifier, mostly with phone as noun, but also Internet, wireless, network, data, companies and devices as some other examples. In its turn, protocol is mainly preceded by access, internet, datagram, and ATM, and occasionally followed by software, label and stack. Finally, service is mostly followed by provider or providers, and in a lesser amount preceded by directory, radio, VPN (virtual private network) and wireless.
WORD TERM KEYNESS
All in all, the terms refer to a set of connections having to do with state-of-the-art technology and very specialized and innovative communication systems, but little reference is made to economy. On the contrary, it is plain to see how there is a criss-crossing of words (information, technology, network, wireless, Internet) that pass back and forth in the corpus, qualifying one another and making the corpus a compact and relatively isolated compilation, in tune with the realm of technology; in essence, a barred, restricted area for nonconnoisseurs. As far as the CCC corpus is concerned, we find a very different panorama: as opposed to the constellation of specificity found in the DCC, the credit crunch corpus is made up of mostly unspecific words, as, we will see, in very specific collocations.
In this corpus, bank(s) is the most frequent of words, and even if it is not a term, its collocations make it an undeniably specialized word. It is mostly found as a noun modified by quite a wide-ranging array of expressions, such as central, investment, big (biggest), reserve, federal, commercial, major, world, royal, national, international, local , and many others, as the obvious main characters of the Credit Crunch crisis. Market is also a strong word in frequency, and its specificity in this corpus is manifest in revealing groups, being mainly modified with qualifiers as widely-ranging as financial, housing, emerging, stock, mortgage, credit, money, capital, debt, labor and bull, among others. Fund, in its turn, appears mostly in the collocation hedge fund, or funds, as one of the iniquitous products that ostensibly triggered the crisis. It also appears qualified with monetary, pension, market, bailout and investment. Equity also appears in a very revealing set of words, as another infamous main character of the crisis, almost solely as private equity (firms), the operating companies that are not publicly traded on a stock exchange and whose shady investments are difficult to track, as they are under no obligation to publish their accounts. Credit is almost always a modifier, and a very specific one at that, characterizing the crisis itself as a Credit Crunch, but also evoking credit banking, but the word also qualifies fund and firms, as instances. Finally, the other specific word in the sample together with mortgage, economist(s), appears mostly on its own, or accompanying off-list combinations like Goldman Sachs. Those samples from the CCC give evidence of the need to combine quantitative analysis with qualitative assessment of the researcher. Unspecific words can render very specific meanings when in context, unveiling the essence of the crisis they are expression of: extremely sophisticated products and producers of finance that appear at the forefront of the dramatic economic drying-up we are living.
Our following analysis in over 2-word combinations, or clusters, will be that of ten shared keywords from different ranges of frequency, appearing in both corpora. Hopefully, this will permit us to see whether such corpora share a similar content, and subsequently, whether they hold a powerful relationship between them, or not, related to the crises they are the expression of. Table 9 . Keywords present in both corpora.
The first word under analysis is Nasdaq. Predictably, this is a word from the field of economics and should be more frequent in the CCC. It is the DCC, surprisingly, that holds the highest frequency degree, and not irrelevantly, since the Nasdaq Composite (the collocation it appears the most in, when not on its own) was the index that peaked in the phenomenon known as the IT bubble, during which stock markets in Western countries saw their value increase rapidly from growth in the new Internet sector and related fields, marking the beginning of the dot-com debacle. The next word, bubble, is even more revealing, if possible: mirror expressions are found in both corpora, such as dot-com bubble, speculative bubble, bubble burst, housing bubble, technology bubble. It is really eerie to see how these collocations are replicated in both subcorpora, revealing that it was the same phenomenon that made the market crash both times: a surreal increase in market dealing that led to an economic catastrophe, and in both cases -despite the substantial differences between them− appearing in the same fields: technology and housing. As far as budget is concerned, its appearance in DCC is almost irrelevant, but it is ubiquitous in CCC, in expressions like budget deficit (mostly), budget report, or budget balance. Com is dramatically -and as expected-present in DCC, with a much lesser appearance in CCC, in collocations like dot-com, com bubble or com companies. Google is an off-list word, like Nasdaq, but it materializes on its own and shows no collocations in CCC, appearing in DCC with results, search and bombing.
All in all, this analysis has tackled the exploration of our subcorpora in terms of frequency and specificity first, then focusing on the analysis of a selection of words and their clusters in context from each corpus. Finally, we have faced the scrutiny of significant samples shared by both corpora, also in sequences of collocation, reaching some illustrative findings that we lay down in the following conclusion.
CONCLUSIONS
This study was laid down, at its inception, so as to aim at the detection of recurrence levels at the lexical layer of two corpora, or subcorpora, of texts illustrating two different crises, the dot.com and the Credit Crunch, respectively, applying quantitative parameters conditioning their character of general words or terms. Our final goal would be to find out whether lexical uniformity and/or word recurrence was taking place consistently in each and every of the corpora under study.
Corpus-based techniques and statistical analysis facilitated the collation and integration of evidence on actual language as deployed in the journalistic genres in either subcorpora, furnishing the analyst with reliable clues to extract those lexical units fairly prone to activate specialized meaning. This quantitative analysis was supplemented with a qualitative study of a significant sample of keywords in context to trace the connection between numerical indexes and specialized meaning. We situated our qualitative analysis along two different lines: specific and non-specific words with the highest keyness degree in either corpus, which behave in a specific way when analysed in clusters, or collocations, along the text, on the one hand, and shared words, specific and not specific, with different degrees of keyness in either corpus. This keyness would be used to establish whether both corpora share a similar content, and whether they, subsequently, hold a powerful relationship between them, related to the crises they are expression of.
The terms found in the DCC corpus pointed to a relatively restricted world of state-ofthe-art technology and communication systems, with criss-crossing relations and combinations of the same specific and unspecific words in very specialised combinations and little reference to any crisis whatsoever, for the moment. In contrast, our assessment of CCC indicated a powerful group of collocations that make single terms and non-terms become very specific, when in context and tell the story of the economic disaster in terms of its characters, phenomena and products. The more general nature of the lexical items in the CCC shows that the critical situation is more widespread or more general in the context of the Credit Crunch. But these words in context, in the collocations through which they make their appearance, further reveal that an awareness of such critical situation is much higher in this latter selection. Finally, our group of words shared by both corpora gave us definite conclusions as far as what both corpus have in common, as regards the telling of the crisis: a definitive word such as bubble is co-ocurrent in both corpora, and in identical expressions, showing that the phenomenon that pervades the present world economic scenario is by no means a new one. The rest of the co-occurrences are not so illustrating, but nevertheless show that indeed the reality told by our corpora on crises was, at some point, the same.
Our study intends, by no means, to be conclusive. On the contrary, it is an attempt to deal with the lexical world expressed to describe two different financial havocs, and constitutes an effort towards understanding the puzzlingly wide-ranging complexity of lexical phenomena in specific fields. The results are concluding, and could provide an example of how corpus linguistics is a useful tool to unravel similar genres in dissimilar disciplines. We firmly believe that the complexity of the subject should encourage further studies in the field, since corpus analysis is a priceless aid for the lexical researcher as a paradigm of analysis, and may be conducive to enlightening results for the improvement of the area.
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